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Abstract

The recent availability of Schottky-type field emission electron microprobes provides incentive to consider analyzing micrometer-sized fea-
tures. Yet, to quantify sub-micrometer-sized features, the electron interaction volume must be reduced by decreasing accelerating voltage.
However, the K lines of the transition elements (e.g., Fe) then cannot be excited, and the L lines must be used. The Fe Lα1,2 line is the most
intense of the L series but bonding effects change its atomic parameters because it involves a valence band electron transition. For successful
traditional electron probe microanalysis, the mass absorption coefficient (MAC) must be accurately known, but the MAC of Fe Lα1,2 radi-
ation by Fe atoms varies from one Fe-compound to another and is not well known. We show that the conventional method of measuring the
MAC by an electron probe cannot be used in close proximity to absorption edges, making its accurate determination impossible.
Fortunately, we demonstrate, using a set of Fe–silicide compounds, that it is possible to derive an accurate calibration curve, for a given
accelerating voltage and takeoff angle, which can be used to quantify Fe in Fe–silicide compounds. The calibration curve can be applied
to any spectrometer without calibration and gives accurate quantification results.
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Introduction

Natural iron silicide materials have been found in various, gener-
ally extremely reducing, environments, e.g., in lightning-induced
fulgurites (Essene & Fisher, 1986), in micro-meteoritic impact-
formed lunar regolith (Gopon et al., 2013), in rocks formed
deep in the Earth’s mantle (Shiryaev et al., 2011), and in
Project Stardust samples (Rietmeijer et al., 2008). Their study is
of great importance to understand the formation mechanism of
the materials in which they occur. The size of the natural iron sil-
icide phases can be relatively small (from a few micrometers to
tens of nanometers), making their quantification difficult by elec-
tron probe microanalysis (EPMA) (Gopon et al., 2013).

Here, we refer to “traditional” EPMA as operation with an
accelerating voltage of 15–20 kV or higher, and additionally utiliz-
ing the original equipment manufacturer (OEM) or third-party
matrix correction software, using the associated published mass
absorption coefficients (MACs).

The appearance of the field emission gun, with Schottky
sources, in the EPMA realm over the last decade allows the reduc-
tion of the electron beam size to few tens of nanometers, enabling
sub-micrometer resolution imaging. However, the X-ray lateral
spatial analytical resolution remains too large to probe
micrometer- and sub-micrometer-sized phases at traditional

accelerating voltages, e.g., 15 or 20 kV (for examples of X-ray
interaction volume as a function of the material and accelerating
voltage, see McSwiggen, 2014; Goldstein et al., 2018). To achieve a
smaller analytical spatial resolution, the accelerating voltage needs
to be dropped below 10 kV and very likely to 5 or 7 kV. This
reduces the electron interaction volume from typically ∼1–2 µm
at 15 kV to only ∼0.3–0.7 µm depending on the sample compo-
sition and on the X-ray lines used.

However, the main Kα X-ray lines of some important elements
of the periodic table (typically Z≥ 25 at 7 kV and Z≥ 22 at 5 kV)
can no longer be excited at such low accelerating voltages and the
L X-ray lines for these elements must be used for quantification
instead. Complications arise for these lines, such as for the tran-
sition elements, because complex chemical and physical—mainly
crystallographic—effects occur.

Specifically, the Lα1,2 and Lβ X-ray lines of the transition ele-
ments are produced by the transition of an electron from the
partially filled outer 3d electron shell to an inner electron shell
(L3 and L2, respectively). This outer shell is affected by bonding
effects due to neighboring atoms. The bonding effects modify the
state of these outer electronic shells, which thus modify the associ-
ated electron energies and transition probabilities. As a conse-
quence, the different atomic parameters, such as the MAC, the
fluorescence yield, the Coster–Kronig, and the super-Coster–
Kronig factors, not only depend on the specific element but also
on the composition and nature of the material (i.e., crystallogra-
phy). This implies that the unknown and the standard used for
the quantification may have different atomic parameter values for
the same element, resulting in matrix correction inaccuracies.
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This difficulty led Gopon et al. (2013) to successfully demon-
strate the usefulness of the Fe Ll X-ray line to quantify Fe in Fe–
silicide samples. This X-ray line has none of the complications of
the Fe Lα lines, as the Fe Ll involves only core–shell electrons and
is far from the associated absorption edge and thus has one well-
defined MAC. While this is a useful alternative approach, there
remains the issue of the low intensities of Fe Ll X-ray line,
which is ∼6 times weaker than the Fe Lα1,2 X-ray line in pure
Fe, as seen in Figure 1. The low intensity of the Ll line makes
its use difficult for quantification, especially for samples contain-
ing <15 wt% of Fe.

This reason has led several authors to reexamine the atomic
parameters of the high-count rate Lα1,2 and Lβ1 X-ray lines for
the transition metals, and reevaluate their MACs for use in quan-
titative EPMA (Llovet et al., 2016; Pinard, 2016; Buse & Kearns,
2018).

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, no previous wave-
length-dispersive spectrometer (WDS) study has been performed
on the use of the combined integrated Fe Lα1,2 and Fe Lβ1 X-ray
lines (i.e., wavescans) to quantify Fe–silicide compounds. This has
led us to further examine the high-count rate Fe Lα1,2 X-ray line
for quantitative EPMA. In the following text, the main L X-ray
lines, i.e., the Fe Lα1,2 and the Fe Lβ1 X-ray lines, will simply be
denoted Fe Lα and Fe Lβ, respectively, for the sake of clarity.

Materials and Methods

The current work focuses on the study of 10 bulk synthetic iron
silicide compounds with Fe concentrations ranging from 33.6 to
88.88 wt%, and one bulk Fe–metal standard. These samples
came from a variety of sources: Philip Gopon synthesized some
in the UW Chemistry Department (assisted by Veronica Berns,
Rie Fredrickson, and Daniel Fredrickson) by arc melting at
900°C, Ridwan Sakidja and John Perepezko prepared some at
the University of Wisconsin-Madison, Department of Material
Science & Engineering by arc melting, and others were provided
by E. Heikinheimo (Aalto University, Espoo, Finland) and John
Spratt (London Museum of Natural History EPMA lab). The
Fe–Si phase diagram shows no phases in the Fe range between
0 and 49.9 wt% Fe and between 49.9 and 65.6 wt% Fe. To provide
more data points, John Perepezko of the Department of Material
Science, University of Wisconsin-Madison, created two samples—
Fe33.2Si66.8 and Fe57Si43 (wt%) by a melt spinning process
(Perepezko & Hebert, 2002). As shown in Figure 2, these samples
are not perfectly homogeneous and present several phases, but
they become smaller as we approach the edge of the sample. At
a distance of about 2 µm from the rim, the phases are small
enough to consider the sample homogeneous, relative to the
size of the electron interaction volume.

The composition of each sample was measured by EPMA
at the Eugene Cameron Electron Microprobe Laboratory,
Department of Geoscience, University of Wisconsin-Madison,
using a CAMECA SXFive FE microprobe (CAMECA, Paris,
France), at 10, 15, and 20 kV, with a beam current of 20 nA.
The element Fe was analyzed using the Kα X-ray line with two
LiF crystals (interplanar spacing 2d = 4.0267 Å), and the element
Si was analyzed using the Kα X-ray line with two LPET crystals
(2d = 8.750 Å). Five measurements were acquired and averaged
for each accelerating voltage and each sample. High purity metal-
lic Fe and pure Si elements were used as reference materials. All
the samples, as well as the standards, were C-coated at the same
time to ensure electrical conductivity. The coating thickness was

determined by measuring the C Kα k-ratio on the 10 samples
and on an HOPG graphite standard at 10, 15, 20, and 25 kV
with the LPC2 diffractor (2d = 99.136 Å). Thin film software
STRATAGem (Version 2.6) was used to determine the carbon
coat thickness utilizing the PAP matrix correction algorithm
(Pouchou & Pichoir, 1991). An average carbon thickness of
16.6 nm was found (using a traditional density of 2.2 g/cm3 for
carbon), with a standard deviation of 1.8% between all the sam-
ples. “Probe for EPMA” software (Donovan et al., 2018) with
the PAP matrix correction and the MAC30 mass absorption coef-
ficients (Heinrich, 1987) were used to acquire the data and per-
form the quantification. The composition of the samples is
shown in Table 1.

An initial attempt was made to quantify the samples using the
CAMECA SXFive FE electron probe using the Fe Lα X-ray peak

Figure 1. Spectrum showing the Fe L X-ray line family recorded on pure Fe at 7 kV
and 90 nA using a PC0 (2d spacing of 47.065 Å) monochromator crystal on a
CAMECA SXFive FE instrument. The Fe Ll X-ray line is ∼6 times less intense than
the Fe Lα X-ray line.

Figure 2. Backscattered electron image of the Fe20Si80 sample obtained by the spin
glass method (Perepezko & Hebert, 2002) and used in this study. The image was
acquired at 7 kV and 17 nA. The core of the sample presents two mixed micrometer-
wide phases. The size of the phases decreases toward the edge and reaches a nano-
meter scale.
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intensity at 7 kV and 90 nA [using a LTAP diffractor crystal (2d =
25.745 Å)] and specifying the Si concentration from the results
obtained at 15 kV. The quantification results were obtained
using the traditional PAP matrix correction algorithm and
MAC30 mass absorption coefficients. Table 2 shows that the Fe
concentrations deviate strongly from the expected values; lower
Fe concentrations show greater difference between the expected
and experimental values. This shows the problematic use of the
Fe Lα X-ray line with the traditional EPMA quantification
method to determine Fe in Fe–silicide samples.

In addition, Fe Lα and Lβ X-ray line spectra were recorded
on the CAMECA SXFive FE microprobe at 7 kV and 90 nA
with three different spectrometers: TAP and LTAP crystals
(2d = 25.745 Å) and a PC0 crystal (2d = 47.065 Å). A pulse
height analyzer (PHA) was set in differential mode to perform
the measurements to be consistent with further measurements

performed at higher accelerating voltages, as explained later in
this paper.

Equivalent spectra were also acquired at the Department of
Earth Sciences, University of Minnesota, using a JEOL JXA-
8530F Plus microprobe (JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) equipped
with a new diffraction grating-CCD type spectrometer: a soft
X-ray emission spectrometer (SXES). The operating conditions
used were 7 kV and 20 nA. This spectrometer acquires the
whole spectrum in parallel (versus the traditional Rowland circle
WDSs which have to serially scan the range of wavelengths to
generate a spectrum) between 0.237 and 2.845 keV (using SXES
grating JS2000 with 4,096 parallel channels). Both types of spec-
trometers used (WDSs and SXES) have a takeoff angle of 40°.

Much time was spent in attempting to determine the correct
MACs for the various iron silicides. Eventually it was realized
that there were insurmountable obstacles to determining the Fe

Table 1. Composition of the Iron Silicide Samples Used in This Study, Measured at 10, 15, and 20 kV.

Sample Name Elemental wt% 10 kV 15 kV 20 kV Average RSD %

S4 Fe 88.70 88.98 88.95 88.88 0.77

Si 11.28 11.13 11.10 11.17 0.39

Total 100.05 0.68

S6t Fe 87.22 87.15 87.36 87.25 0.90

Si 13.72 13.53 13.55 13.60 0.50

Total 100.85 0.78

S5 Fe 86.85 87.05 87.56 87.16 0.63

Si 12.52 12.30 12.27 12.36 0.47

Total 99.52 0.55

94-1 bot Fe 83.79 82.73 83.06 83.19 0.47

Si 16.89 16.85 16.60 16.78 0.50

Total 99.97 0.40

94-1 top m Fe 68.27 67.63 67.87 67.93 0.60

Si 33.09 32.89 32.98 32.99 0.18

Total 100.91 0.41

Fe40 Fe 57.88 56.98 57.23 57.36 0.82

Si 43.12 43.13 43.03 43.09 0.51

Total 100.46 0.52

S3b Fe 51.20 50.88 50.91 51.00 0.69

Si 49.60 49.32 49.33 49.41 0.22

Total 100.41 0.37

S3t Fe 51.33 50.46 50.81 50.86 0.71

Si 49.55 49.71 49.52 49.60 0.20

Total 100.46 0.37

S6b Fe 46.36 46.02 45.94 46.11 0.36

Si 54.46 54.01 53.80 54.09 0.13

Total 100.20 0.18

Fe20 Fe 33.49 33.77 33.56 33.60 0.86

Si 66.11 65.88 65.90 65.96 0.30

Total 99.56 0.35

RSD stands for relative standard deviation.
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Lα MACs accurately (see the “Discussion” section) and hence, a
different approach was needed. “Going back to the drawing
board” led to integration of the Fe Lα and Fe Lβ wavescan
peaks together (both background subtracted and then normalized
by the same peak integrated value of pure Fe), generating a series
of “area Fe Lα–Lβ wavescan k-ratios” (subsequently referred to as
“area k-ratios”) which were then plotted against the respective Fe
content of the iron silicides. As shown in Figure 3, a simple rela-
tionship became evident.

The uncertainties are calculated as follows: for a given spec-
trum, the statistics of the number of photons recorded in each
bin (in counts) follows a Poisson distribution. The uncertainty
associated with the measurement will then be given by

���
N

√
,

where N is the number of photons recorded in each bin. For a uni-
form step size, the statistical uncertainty of the area will then be
given by

DArea =
�������∑n
i=1

Ni

√
× DE

I · t

where Ni is the number of counts recorded in the bin i, n is the
number of bins, ΔE is the step size between two bins in keV, I
is the beam current in nA, and t is the dwell time in s. When sev-
eral spectra are averaged, their respective uncertainties are also
added quadratically.

Using this method, the uncertainties on the calculated area
were ∼0.2%, and up to ∼0.3% for the sample with the lowest Fe
concentration. The uncertainty on the area k-ratio was then, on
average, ∼0.3%.

Results

Figure 3 shows the Fe concentration in weight percent (wt%) ver-
sus the area k-ratio. The data form a smooth trend that can be eas-
ily fitted by a third-order polynomial with the limit conditions of
the Fe concentration being 0 when the area k-ratio is 0 and being
as close as possible to 100 wt% when the area k-ratio is 1. Only
the average of data from samples containing 50.86 and 51.00 wt
% of Fe deviates from the trend. Both samples were mounted
on the same epoxy mount and we suggest that the deviation is
caused by a tilt of the mount changing the takeoff angle (as dis-
cussed later), rather than reflect statistical uncertainties or analyt-
ical problems. If both these samples are omitted from the fit, the
experimental values are almost perfectly represented by the poly-
nomial curve (R2 = 0.996) whose equation is displayed in Figure 3.
Using all experimental data, the quality of the fit degrades slightly
to an R2 = 0.991 but remains in good agreement with the data.

Notably, the spectrometer with the PC0 diffractor crystal
shows a consistent lower area k-ratio for a given Fe concentration,
compared with the other spectrometers (Fig. 3). This can be due
to the background removal method used to determine the peak

area. Here, the background was fitted by a linear curve using spec-
trum positions far from the tail of the peaks. However, the brems-
strahlung is affected by an increase in absorption below the Lα
and Lβ peaks because of the absorption edges of the Fe atoms.
Thus, fitting the bremsstrahlung with a linear curve can only be
an approximation and likely underestimates the peak area.
Notably, the spectrometer with the PC0 crystal also has the lowest
peak over the background ratio compared with other spectrome-
ters, in line with it showing the largest deviation from the fit. In
general, the larger the peak-to-background ratio, the smaller is
the error on the calculated area estimate.

We also observe that the SXES spectrometer gives systemati-
cally higher area k-ratios in most cases. This might be due to
an overall tilt of the sample holder slightly changing the takeoff
angle between the sample surface and the spectrometer.

Optimally, a separate set of known Fe–Si samples would be
evaluated, to apply the calibration curve in order to test its accu-
racy. However, there is a limited set of samples and they were all
used to generate the calibration curve.

Nevertheless, to test the predictions of the calibration curve, we
used the best fitting curve (the one excluding the S3t and S3b
samples) to reevaluate the Fe concentration of our samples
(Table 3). The quantification results are highly improved com-
pared with the traditional method using the Fe Lα X-ray line
alone. The highest deviations are obtained, as expected, for sam-
ples S3t and S3b with a relative deviation of 8.9% for both sam-
ples. Other results always have a relative error smaller than 3.6%.

Spectra measurement and the calculation of the area k-ratios
have also been performed at 3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 kV
with a takeoff angle of 40° using the three WDSs (LTAP, TAP,
and PC0 crystals) on the CAMECA SXFive microprobe. During
the measurements, the PHA was also set in differential mode to
avoid the 9th order of diffraction of the Fe Kα X-ray line at
0.711 keV that can arise when the electron beam energy is higher
than the critical ionization energy of the Fe K electron shell (Ec =
7.114 keV). The resulting calibration curves are similar to the cal-
ibration curve previously obtained at 7 kV (Figs. 4a, 4b). A good
coefficient of determination was obtained by fitting the data with
a third-order polynomial function with no constant coefficient.
The samples containing 50.86 and 51.00 Fe wt% (S3t and S3b)
were excluded from the fit again for the reasons discussed above.

The measurements performed from 3 to 30 kV show a gradual
increase of the disparity of k-ratio measurements (Fig. 5). This
can best be explained by the fact that at increasing accelerating
voltages, the emitted X-ray intensities are more sensitive to the
takeoff angle. The X-rays are produced deeper in the sample
and experience strong absorption by the material. Changes to
the X-ray path length caused by small tilts of the sample surfaces
relative to each other result in an increase or a decrease of the
measured X-ray intensity, depending on the position of the spec-
trometers relative to the sample surface, and thus increase the
standard deviation of the measurements. In addition, for almost

Table 2. Quantification Results for the Fe Content of the Studied Samples Using the Fe Lα X-ray Line at 7 kV.

Sample Name Fe20 S6b S3t S3b Fe40 94-1 top m 94-1 bot S5 S6t S4

Nominal (Fe wt%) 33.60 46.11 50.86 51.00 57.36 67.93 83.19 87.16 87.25 88.88

Traditional EPMA (Fe wt%) 51.89 72.02 83.68 84.01 77.80 86.74 90.53 91.79 92.92 91.80

Rel. err. (%) 54.4 56.2 64.5 64.7 35.6 27.7 8.8 5.3 6.5 3.3

The Si concentration has not been reacquired and data measured in Table 1 were used for the matrix correction.
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all the different accelerating voltages used and for all the different
samples studied, the k-ratios measured with the spectrometer
using the PC0 crystal were systematically lower than the k-ratios
measured with the spectrometer using the LTAP crystal that
were systematically lower than the k-ratios measured with the
spectrometer using the TAP crystal. This also suggests that the
takeoff angle may be different among the spectrometers.

For a given Fe concentration, the k-ratio increases with the
accelerating voltage from 3 to 10 kV and then decreases from
10 to 30 kV. This is due to the competition between two different
processes: the X-ray production that increases as the primary elec-
tron energy increases and the attenuation of the emitted X-rays,
due to absorption in the material, that also increases as the
X-rays are produced deeper in the sample. The maximum X-ray
emission seems to be reached around 10 kV, for all the Fe–silicide
samples. This behavior of the k-ratios correlates with the changes
of the fitting polynomial coefficients as a function of the acceler-
ating voltage, as shown in Figure 6. Despite the 3 kV values, the
fitting coefficients seem to follow a trend with a strong change
around 10 kV. The coefficients rapidly increase before 10 kV
and then plateau between 10 and 30 kV. The 3 kV values seem
to be anomalous and off the trend and this can be due to the
higher degree of statistical fluctuations in the measurements
recorded at 3 kV that imply higher uncertainties in the data
and thus in the fitting coefficients.

Discussion

It has been generally accepted over the past several decades that
quantitative EPMA, particularly in materials science, is routinely
performed using matrix corrections with some versions of a ZAF
or phi-rho-Z algorithm, with a key component being the MAC.
We expected this to be the case in our lead up to this study,
and worked to develop a way to utilize the Fe Lα X-ray intensities
in quantifying iron in iron silicides. After several months of
in-depth scrutiny of dozens of spectra, we re-evaluated the initial
premise. In the following, we will explore the theoretical basis as

to why we believe it is not possible to accurately determine the
MAC of the Fe Lα and Lβ X-ray lines by Fe atoms, and more gen-
erally to determine the MAC of an element close to its absorption
edges, using the traditional “EPMA MAC extrapolation” tech-
nique as detailed below.

Theory

The number of characteristic X-rays of energy Ex, emitted by an
element A and recorded per unit of time, for a given electronic
transition, can be described by the so-called fundamental equa-
tion of microanalysis (Scott et al., 1995; Fournier et al., 1999):

IX(Ex)=CA
Na

Ar
nelv

A
i G

A
ij Q

A
i (E0)

×
∫1
0

wi(rz)e−(m/r)(Ex)(rz/sinud) drz 1(Ex)DV4p F(1+gCK) (1)

where IX(Ex) represents the number of characteristic X-rays of
energy Ex recorded per second, CA and Ar are the concentration
and the atomic mass of the studied element A, respectively. Na

is the Avogadro’s number and nel is the number of incident elec-
trons per second. vA

i is the fluorescence yield for element A with a
primary ionization in the electron shell i (i.e., the probability to
emit a photon during relaxation of atom A with an initial vacancy
in the electron shell i). GA

ij is the electron transition rate from elec-
tron shell j to i (i.e., the probability that the relaxation occurs by
the transition of an electron from the shell j to the vacancy located
in shell i). QA

i (E0) represents the ionization cross-section of ele-
ment A, in cm2, of the electron shell i for an incident electron
of energy E0. wi (ρz) is the so-called phi-rho-Z function that rep-
resents the ionization depth distribution, in the material of inter-
est, for the shell i of element A at mass depth ρz, and for an
incident electron beam of energy E0. The next term in equation
(1), represented by the exponential factor, describes the absorp-
tion of the X-rays produced inside the sample before they escape
the sample with a takeoff angle θd corresponding to the direction
of the spectrometer. (μ/ρ)(Ex) is the MAC, in cm2/g, of the sample
for X-rays of energy Ex. ε(Ex) and ΔΩ/4π correspond to the
intrinsic and geometric detection efficiencies of the spectrometer,
respectively. The intrinsic detection efficiency depends on the
energy of the recorded photon. F represents the secondary fluo-
rescence enhancement factor (F≥ 1) and the factor (1 + gCK) rep-
resents the enhancement in the production of the characteristic
X-rays by Coster–Kronig and super-Coster–Kronig transitions.

This equation is valid in the most common cases, but some
simplifications are assumed which may be problematic in certain
circumstances. Indeed, in equation (1) the characteristic X-rays
produced are supposed to be emitted at an exact energy, the char-
acteristic energy Ex, but due to Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle
between energy and time, the characteristic X-ray line has a nat-
ural width (also called natural broadening) that usually follows a
Lorentzian shape (for radiative electron transitions between inner
electron shells) whose maximum is centered on the characteristic
energy Ex.

The energy response function of the spectrometer must also be
considered. This response function is dependent on the X-ray
energy recorded Eph. In the case of monochromator crystals,
because of defects in the crystal (such as mosaic defects) and
because of the finite size of the crystal, the crystal response

Figure 3. Measured area k-ratio acquired at 7 kV versus the Fe concentration in iron-
silicides. A good agreement is shown between all the spectrometers used. The sym-
bols represent the average value of all the measurements for each spectrometer. The
fit of the averaged data including all the samples is represented by the dashed curve
while the solid line fit excludes the samples containing 50.86 and 51.00 Fe wt% (for
explanation see the text).
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function is not following ideal Bragg’s law, which means that not
only will the wavelength satisfying nλ = 2d sin (θ) (where n is the
order of diffraction, λ is the X-ray wavelength in Å, 2d is the inter-
planar spacing in Å, and θ is the angle of diffraction) be diffracted,
but also the contiguous wavelength of length λ ± dλ. In an energy

representation, photons with an energy Eph + dE will also be dif-
fracted by the crystal, but with a probability that decreases as |dE|
increases. The crystal response function can be well described by a
Gaussian function centered on the measured energy Eph and char-
acterized by a full width at half maximum ΓG, but the following
discussion remains valid for other, more realistic, spectrometer
response functions. During the measurements of X-rays of energy
Eph, all the photons in the range [Eph− 3ΓG; Eph + 3ΓG] are appre-
ciably diffracted by the crystal (at the first order of diffraction)

Table 3. Reevaluation of the Fe Content of the Studied Samples Using the Obtained Calibration Curve.

Sample Name Fe20 S6b S3t S3b Fe40 94-1 top m 94-1 bot S5 S6t S4

Nominal Fe wt% 33.60 46.11 50.86 51.00 57.36 67.93 83.19 87.16 87.25 88.88

Calibration curve Fe wt% 32.40 46.75 55.37 55.56 58.48 69.82 82.66 86.43 85.76 86.94

Rel. err. (%) −3.59 1.40 8.86 8.94 1.95 2.79 −0.64 −0.84 −1.71 −2.18

Figure 4. Area k-ratio calibration curves measured with a takeoff angle of 40° at 3, 5, 7, and 10 kV (a) and measured at 15, 20, 25, and 30 kV (b). The error bars
represent the standard deviation of the three measurements made at each accelerating voltage.

Figure 5. Standard deviation of the area k-ratio measurements versus the accelerat-
ing voltage. Each point corresponds to the average of the standard deviations
obtained on each sample for a given accelerating voltage. The data clearly show
an increase of the disparity in the measurements with increasing voltage, suggesting
the sample surfaces are not perfectly normal to the beam.

Figure 6. Variation of the fitting coefficients given in Figure 4 as a function of the
accelerating voltage.
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with an intensity following the Gaussian response function. In
traditional WDS, the X-rays are usually detected by a gas flow
detector or by a sealed gas detector. The response function of
the gas detector is usually represented by an integrator and all
the photons reaching and interacting with the detector are
recorded, without consideration of their energy. An energy win-
dow can be used to discriminate against high order X-ray diffrac-
tion (corresponding to higher energies) but usually cannot
distinguish between photons in an energy range as small as
[Eph− 3ΓG; Eph + 3ΓG].

Finally, by considering the natural broadening and the spec-
trometer broadening, the X-ray intensity recorded at the photon
energy Eph is given by:

I (Eph) =
∫+1

−1
IX (E) L(E)G(E − Eph) dE (2)

where IX(E) is the theoretical emitted X-ray intensity [equation
(1)], L (E) is the Lorentzian function representing the natural
broadening of the characteristic X-ray line, and G (E) is the
Gaussian function representing the response function of the spec-
trometer. Equation (2) represents the convolution product of
IX (E) L(E) with G (E). It is worth noting that L is normalized,
i.e., the area under the function L(E) is equal to 1.

When ε (Eph) is constant over the energy range [Eph− 3ΓG; Eph
+ 3ΓG], which is usually the case except for close to theAr K absorp-
tion edge for a P10 gas flow detector or close to the Xe L edges for a
sealed Xe gas detector, and when the MAC, (μ/ρ)(Eph), is also
constant over the same range of energy, which is the case when
there is no absorption edge in close vicinity, IX is independent
of the photon energy Eph and then can be extracted from the pre-
vious integral. By normalizing the unknown intensity to a stan-
dard intensity, i.e., by calculating the k-ratio, and by assuming
that (1) the natural broadening of the studied X-ray line is the
same for both the unknown and the standard, which is the case
for inner shell transitions, and (2) that the spectrometer broaden-
ing is the same between the measurements performed on the
unknown and on the standard, which is the case when the spec-
trometer conditions are the same, and (3) if the measurements
were acquired in a relative short period of time, the k-ratio (kr)
can be expressed as:

kr =
Iu (Eph)
Is (Eph) =

IuX
�+1
−1 L (E)G (E − Eph) dE

IsX
�+1
−1 L (E)G (E − Eph) dE

= IuX
IsX

(3)

This is the traditional expression of the k-ratio used in micro-
analysis. It is worth noting that, for a single electron transition
(i.e., for a single characteristic X-ray line), the convolution�+1

−1
L (E)G (E − Eph) dE is the well-known Voigt function used

to describe the shape of the recorded X-ray lines (Ida et al.,
2000; Rémond et al., 2002).

MAC Calculation Difficulties

However, in the case of the Fe Lα and Fe Lβ X-ray lines, because
of the proximity to the L3 and L2 absorption edges, the MAC is
not constant over the energy range [Eph-3ΓG; Eph + 3ΓG], and
thus IX (E) depends on the photon energy and cannot be

extracted from the convolution product. The measured k-ratio
will then depend on the spectrometer broadening, i.e., on the spe-
cific instrument used and hence will not be suitable for deriving a
true, universally applicable MAC.

Fortunately, by integrating the X-ray intensity over the entire
energy spectrum, theoretically from −∞ to +∞ but practically
from and to integration bounds where the convolution product
of IX(E)L(E) by G(E) is almost equal to zero, i.e., from Eph−
3ΓG− 3ΓL to Eph + 3ΓG + 3ΓL, the integral of the convolution
product can be separated into the product of two integrals:

∫+1

−1

∫+1

−1
IX (E) L(E)G (E − Eph)dEdEph

=
∫+1

−1
IX (E) L (E) dE

∫+1

−1
G (E) dE (4)

By calculating the k-ratios using the area of the X-ray lines, we
obtain:

kr,Area =
�+1
−1 IuX (E)Lu (E) dE

�+1
−1 G (E) dE�+1

−1 IsX (E)Ls(E) dE
�+1
−1 G (E) dE

=
�+1
−1 IuX(E) Lu (E) dE�+1
−1 IsX(E)Ls (E) dE

(5)

This shows the area k-ratio is independent of the spectrometer
broadening and so is suitable for the acquisition of a universal cal-
ibration curve. In case of overlaps between several characteristic
X-ray lines, equation (5) simply becomes:

kr,Area =
�+1
−1

∑
l I

u
X,l (E)Lu,l (E) dE�+1

−1
∑

l I
s
X,l (E)Ls,l (E) dE

(6)

where the indices l represents the overlapping X-ray lines.
The method presented by Pouchou and Pichoir (Pouchou &

Pichoir, 1988; Pouchou, 1996) to experimentally measure the
MAC for an X-ray line of energy Eph for a given element, using
an electron microprobe, consists of the measurement of the
X-ray intensity at the energy Eph of a characteristic X-ray line at
several accelerating voltages. Note: this method (“XMAC”)
required measurements at a single spectral position, typically
the peak maximum. The acquired curve representing the mea-
sured X-ray intensity versus the accelerating voltage is then nor-
malized by the intensity measured at one voltage, usually 5 or
7 kV. The normalized curve is then fitted using equation (3),
where Is (Eph) has been replaced by the normalizing intensity
(measured on the unknown), and in which the MAC is set as
the fitting parameter. It is worth mentioning that this method
is dependent on the phi-rho-Z model used and that different
models may give different, but close, MAC values. By using the
PAP, or XPP (Pouchou, 1996), model, “a good agreement with
the most recent tabulated values is obtained in various systems
where the energy of the emission line is not too close to an
absorption edge” (Pouchou & Pichoir, 1988). Indeed, in the vicin-
ity of the absorption edges “very strong deviations occur for the
lighter metals (Ni to Sc)” (Pouchou & Pichoir, 1988) compared
with tabulated data.
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As explained earlier, as the intensity IX (Eph) depends on the
photon’s energy because of the MAC, the acquired value, in addi-
tion to being incorrect, will be dependent on the spectrometer
response function and thus measuring it on different instruments
will give different results.

However, fortunately two research groups have measured Fe
Lα MACs directly, using very intense X-rays generated in syn-
chrotrons: Chen et al. (1995) and Lee et al. (2009). These will
be referred to in the following paragraphs. Sokaras et al. (2011)
also measured the Fe Lα MACs using synchrotron radiation but

due to the lack of experimental details (especially the resolving
power) and due to the disagreement of these data with the two
other sets of experimental data between the absorption edges,
Sokaras et al.’s data were not included in the following discus-
sion—although their data agree well far from the absorption
edges.

To illustrate further the problem with determining MACs by
EPMA, we have applied the Pouchou and Pichoir’s method on
pure Fe to reevaluate the Fe Lα and Fe Lβ X-ray MAC by
atoms of Fe. This new method was applied to all 512 photon
energy channels ranging from 0.686 to 0.733 keV, each one lead-
ing to a different MAC value. The measurements were performed
using the CAMECA SXFive FE microprobe at 2.5, 3, 5, 7, 10, 15,
20, 25, and 30 kV and 90 nA using a wavelength dispersive spec-
trometer equipped with a LTAP monochromator crystal. The
resulting MAC curve, as a function of the photon energy, was
compared with experimental MACs measured on synchrotron
beamlines (Chen et al., 1995; Lee et al., 2009) and with widely
used theoretical MACs extracted from the MAC30 (Heinrich,
1987), EPDL97 (Cullen et al., 1997; Elam et al., 2002), FFAST
(Chantler et al., 2005), and PENELOPE 2014 (Salvat, 2015) data-
bases, as shown in Figure 7.

The measurements performed by Chen et al. (1995), given in
relative units, were rescaled to match the values measured by Lee
et al. (2009) at 0.695 and 0.735 keV. The Lee et al. (2009) data
were acquired at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
Advanced Light Source beamline 6.3.1. The incident X-ray energy
was varied using a variable line spacing plane grating monochro-
mator that has a resolving power E/ΔE = 3,000, an order of mag-
nitude better than the resolving power of the spectrometers used
on the electron microprobe. The data were measured using the
electron yield method.

The theoretical MACs are not known to be accurate close to
the absorption edges, but they provide reliable values away from

Figure 7. Experimental (Chen et al., 1995; Lee et al., 2009) and theoretical (Heinrich, 1987; Cullen et al., 1997; Elam et al., 2002; Chantler et al., 2005; Salvat, 2015)
MACs of pure Fe for X-ray energies ranging from 0.690 to 0.732 keV. The inset shows the good agreement obtained between the described method and other exper-
imental and theoretical data far from the absorption edge.

Figure 8. Calibration curves obtained by measuring the maximum net peak intensity
of the Fe Lα X-ray line acquired with three monochromator crystals and with the
SXES. The curves obtained for the LTAP and TAP crystals are very similar as their
instrumental broadening are also similar.
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those edges. The error associated with the traditional theoretical
MACs is usually estimated to be better than 10% in the range
100 eV to 1 keV (Cullen et al., 1997). The various theoretical
MACs are using different photoionization subshell binding ener-
gies, causing an energy shift of the absorption edges between the
different evaluations. For the sake of consistency, the EPDL97 and
PENELOPE 2014 data were shifted by −13.8 and −6 eV, respec-
tively, to match the Elam et al. (2002) data.

For X-ray energies lower than 0.701 keV, our calculated MAC
agrees well with the other experimental MACs and with the the-
oretical calculations, as shown in the inset in Figure 7. The calcu-
lated MAC curve is relatively noisy because, in this energy range,
the X-ray intensity is coming from the very side of the tail of the
Fe Lα X-ray line. In the energy range from 0.690 to 0.701 keV, the
small difference between the intensities recorded at different
accelerating voltages, in addition to the high statistical noise due
to the low counting rate, makes the determination of the MAC
difficult and relatively variable. But by averaging the data from
0.695 to 0.700 keV, far from the L3 edge, a MAC of 2,146 ±
145 cm2/g is obtained, which agrees with the other theoretical
and experimental values. The data can also be fitted with a linear
curve in this energy range for more precision.

At higher X-ray energies (>0.700 keV), our EPMA-derived
MAC measurements are unable to reproduce the resonances
(strong increases in the MAC) of the MAC visible in the two
other sets of experimental data. As detailed previously, this is
mainly due to the response function of the microprobe spectrom-
eters that records the X-rays in a range of energies and not only at
one single X-ray energy, convoluting the near-edge structure of
the MAC with the spectrometer response function.

Consequently, as those authors sought to warn us, the
Pouchou and Pichoir method of measuring the MAC is thus
not valid when the MAC is changing rapidly in the vicinity of
the measurement.

Back to Castaing

Castaing, the father of EPMA, proposed in his landmark 1951
thesis (Castaing, 1951), a simple version of what we show here,
an “alpha correction factor” for simple binary compounds, albeit
for Kα X-rays (which are far from the K absorption edge for most
of the elements of the periodic table). This approach was devel-
oped in more practical detail a decade later by Ziebold &
Ogilvie (1963) and ultimately into the Bence & Albee (1968) cor-
rection factors for geological materials.

We have shown above, in Figure 3 and Table 3, that our twist
on Castaing’s “alpha correction factor”, in our case utilizing
k-ratios of the integrated full wavescans of the Fe Lα and Lβ
X-ray lines, generate relatively simple equations which provide
marked improvements over the traditional matrix correction algo-
rithms. In the above discussion, we have shown theoretically why
this approach should work, and why the usual matrix correction
(phi-rho-Z) should not. We also noted, significantly, that the
equation generated by the data in Figure 3 should be constant
for all spectrometers, with any crystal or spectrometer, on any
electron beam instrument, as long as the takeoff angle is 40°.
We welcome others to test our challenge.

The method originally shown by Castaing mainly consists of
measuring the X-ray intensity at the maximum of the peak and
on each side of the peak to subtract the background, on binary
compounds of known composition and for a given experimental
setup. The concentration of the element of interest A in the binary
AB is then related to the k-ratio kAAB by a function of the form:

1− kAAB
kAAB

= aA
AB

1− CA
AB

CA
AB

in which the only parameter (coefficient) is the α factor for ele-
ment A in binary AB. More advanced methods were assuming
that the α factor can be better described by a second-order poly-
nomial that depends of the concentration CA

AB (Armstrong, 1988).
Expanding upon these ideas, we have measured the back-

ground subtracted X-ray intensity, at 7 kV, at the maximum of
the Fe Lα X-ray line for each sample. (Notice that due to bonding
effects, the maximum of the peak was shifted from one sample to
another, and therefore high-resolution peak scans were per-
formed.) The intensities were ratioed to that of a pure Fe standard,
creating a new set of Fe Lα peak k-ratios, plotted against the sam-
ple Fe content. The curves obtained are very similar to the curves
obtained using the area k-ratio method and can be reasonably fit-
ted using a third-order polynomial function (Fig. 8).

Better results are obtained when the calibration curve is
obtained by fitting the X-ray peak intensity versus the Fe concen-
tration. However, this is not very practical as the curve returns a
k-ratio for a given concentration. The third-order polynomial
equation cannot be inverted for practical use as it has complex
roots. However, the equation is simple enough to be evaluated
and tabulated for a range of Fe concentrations using a spreadsheet
program. The unknown k-ratio, and thus the corresponding

Table 4. Reevaluation of the Fe Concentration of the Fe–Si Samples Using the “Non-Universal” Calibration Curves, Each Spectrometer Having its Own Curve.

Sample Name Fe20 S6b Fe40 94-1 top m 94-1 bot S5 S6t S4

Nominal Fe wt% 33.60 46.11 57.36 67.93 83.19 87.16 87.25 88.88

Sp1 calibration curve (Fe wt%) 30.60 50.19 58.18 71.84 81.92 85.46 86.79 85.94

Rel. err. (%) 8.94 −8.84 −1.42 −5.76 1.53 1.95 0.52 3.31

Sp2 calibration curve (Fe wt%) 33.21 48.71 60.32 72.16 85.07 86.20 87.47 85.51

Rel. err. (%) 1.18 −5.64 −5.16 −6.24 −2.25 1.10 −0.25 3.78

Sp4 calibration curve (Fe wt%) 31.73 47.36 58.67 72.62 83.03 84.83 86.17 85.68

Rel. err. (%) 5.59 −2.72 −2.27 −6.91 0.19 2.67 1.23 3.60

SXES calibration curve (Fe wt%) 30.75 47.37 60.41 73.71 83.78 85.26 84.64 91.20

Rel. err. (%) 8.51 −2.74 −5.32 −8.52 −0.71 2.18 2.98 −2.62
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unknown Fe concentration can be found by linear interpolation of
the closest k-ratio values found in the spreadsheet. For each spec-
trometer, the curves were used to re-evaluate the Fe content of our
Fe–Si samples, as shown in Table 4.

For the samples containing 33.60 and 67.93 Fe wt%, the pre-
dictions of the calibration curves deviate strongly from the
expected concentration, up to 5.8 Fe wt%. As it can be seen in
Figure 8, the calibration curves are relatively far from the experi-
mental data for these two samples. In addition, for the SXES using
the JS2000 grating and the 4,096 channels CCD camera, the
energy bin size is relatively large making the maximum of the
peak truncated and adding a small error to the X-ray intensity
measurement.

We know for no theoretical reason why this approach should
work for the Fe Lα peak; it is clearly inferior to the summed Fe
Lα + Lβ peak scan approach shown earlier. However, this method
has the advantage to be easier to use than the one involving the
area k-ratio but, it has the disadvantage to not be universal, as
explained in the theoretical section, meaning that the curve
depends on the spectrometer used and it would have to be
acquired for each instrument/spectrometer. It also gives a less
accurate quantification number compared with the area k-ratio
calibration curve.

Conclusions

The evaluation of the MAC close to the absorption edges cannot
be done by EPMA using the traditional method by Pouchou and
Pichoir. The theory behind the ZAF or the phi-rho-Z methods
assumes an ideal spectrometer without broadening. Close to an
absorption edge, these methods fail, even with perfect atomic
parameters. However, we show that it is possible to derive a uni-
versal calibration curve that can be used on any spectrometer
(with a takeoff angle of 40°) for a given accelerating voltage and
allows for the quantification of Fe in Fe–silicides. This method
utilizes the Fe Lα and Lβ X-ray line area k-ratios relative to a
pure Fe–metal standard. The use of this calibration curve at
7 kV shows good quantification results on our set of 10 Fe-silicide
samples. An additional study using Fe Lα peak k-ratios showed
limited improvement over the usual matrix correction method.

An associated study of olivine crystals (Fe2SiO4–Mg2SiO4 solid
solution) with Fe concentrations ranging from 8 to 53 wt% Fe has
yielded a similar type calibration curve with equally good quanti-
fication results. Future work will apply this technique to other
families of materials such as iron sulfides, iron oxides, and various
iron-bearing silicate minerals.
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